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Terry Sacka Discusses Market Cash-Flow Trends Creating The Current Stock Market Volatility
Terry Sacka AAMS, made a recent appearance on The Wealth Transfer show to explain the markets
cash-flow trends that are creating the tremendous dips in the stock market and more importantly where the
smart money is headed.
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. - Feb. 28, 2018 - PRLog -- Terry Sacka AAMS, host of The Wealth
Transfer, made a recent appearance on the latest show to explain what market trends are causing such
record-breaking volatility in the U.S. Stock Market.
He opened by explaining, "When the market is going up after it has radically gone down that's known as the
Plunge Protection Team (PPT) or the Federal Reserve that has an entire floor of traders."
About Terry Sacka
Terry Sacka, AAMS is the founder of Cornerstone Asset Metals, a dealer in natural resources (precious
metals to be specific), and offers gold, silver and other precious metals backed IRAs, backed by real
physical, tangible hard assets, not paper investments.
The full show can be seen below:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GngNXxU3U1w
His new series Terry in Two, offers two minutes of introspective thoughts, reflections, and observations of
world events in the macro and how they affect our American way of living in the micro.
He has been quoted several times by some of the most respected financial publications, such as Investor's
Business Daily, Institutional Investor and the Wikipedia page "Silver as an Investment".
Precious Metals IRAs
Gold and silver is the best performing asset class in the last ten years. With a precious metals IRA - there's
actually a physical metal purchased and stored on your behalf. Gold is capable of going back to its high,
yielding a 60% return and silver a 200% return. They are the real wealth transfer in the physical market.
Corporate Website:
http://CornerstoneAssetMetals.com
Connect on Social Media:
https://www.facebook.com/CornerstoneAssetMetals/
https://twitter.com/TerrySackaAAMS
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